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Abstract

We present a self-organizing approach to sentence processing that sheds new light on notional

plurality effects in agreement attraction, using pseudopartitive subject noun phrases (e.g., a bottle
of pills). We first show that notional plurality ratings (numerosity judgments for subject noun

phrases) predict verb agreement choices in pseudopartitives, in line with the “Marking” component

of the Marking and Morphing theory of agreement processing. However, no account to date has

derived notional plurality values from independently needed principles of language processing.

We argue on the basis of new experimental evidence and a dynamical systems model that the the-

oretical black box of notional plurality can be unpacked into objectively measurable semantic fea-

tures. With these semantic features driving structure formation (and hence agreement choice), our

model reproduces the human verb production patterns as a byproduct of normal processing.

Finally, we discuss how the self-organizing approach might be extended to other agreement attrac-

tion phenomena.

Keywords: Sentence processing; Agreement attraction; Marking and Morphing; Notional plurality;

Dynamical systems modeling

1. Introduction

A time-tested strategy in studying human sentence processing is to adopt a well-

motivated theory of grammar and then find loci where, under carefully controlled experi-

mental conditions, human behavior diverges from what would be expected under the

grammar. One prominent example is the study of agreement attraction, which occurs

when a word agrees in number or gender with a word other than its canonical controller,
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as specifed by the well-motivated grammar. A common case is that of a verb agreeing in

number with a noun other than the putative subject. Bock and Miller (1991) and many

subsequent studies show that when participants are asked to complete a sentence starting

with a singular first noun (N1) followed by a plural modifying noun (N2), they produce

more plural verbs than with a singular N1 and a singular N2. For example, when pro-

vided with the subject NP the key to the cabinets, a participant might complete the sen-

tence as the key to the cabinets are on the table. Why should participants make this verb

agreement choice if they are faithfully following the rules of grammar?

One proposed explanation relies on the notional plurality of the subject NP, which is

assumed to impact the agreement process on top of the normal grammatical rules.

Notionally plural subject NPs denote multiple tokens of the object to which the NP refers.

For example, Vigliocco, Hartsuiker, Jarema, and Kolk (1996) compared notionally singu-

lar Dutch subject NPs like de kooi met de gorillas (the cage with the gorillas), which
refers to a single cage containing multiple gorillas, to notionally plural ones like de
handtekening op de cheques (the signature on the checks), which implies that the same

signature was repeated multiple times on different checks. They found higher rates of

agreement attraction for notionally plural subjects, suggesting that reference to multiple

objects might affect verb marking in spite of the morphologically singular N1 subject.

Many studies have replicated this result, suggesting that notional plurality might play a

key role in this class of agreement attraction effects (e.g., Eberhard, 1999; Foote & Bock,

2012; Humphreys & Bock, 2005; Vigliocco, Butterworth, & Garrett, 1996).

The Marking and Morphing model (Bock, Eberhard, Cutting, Meyer, & Schriefers,

2001; Eberhard, Cutting, & Bock, 2005), the most prominent theory of agreement errors

in processing and the only existing theory that addresses notional effects, treats notional

plurality as a primitive: The notional plurality of a noun phrase is measured via a ques-

tionnaire that asks people to rate the notional number of the noun phrase. In this model,

sentence production begins with the mental encoding of a message to be conveyed.

Notional or semantic properties of this representation contribute a continuous-valued

number (the measured notional plurality ratings)1 to the syntactic representation of the

subject NP as a whole in an initial “Marking” stage. After Marking, a second stage,

“Morphing” occurs, during which semantic properties have no more influence. Instead,

morphosyntactic properties of the constituent elements each exert an influence, modulated

by their hierarchical position in the subject phrase. The Marking and Morphing biases are

combined additively to produce a probability of choosing plural agreement. Notional plu-

rality effects arise during the Marking stage, when a notionally plural N1 contributes a

bias toward the plural end of the number value continuum, making plural agreement more

likely.

We believe that Marking and Morphing theory is on the right track in recognizing the

important role of conceptual and morphosyntactic factors in agreement processing, but

there are a number of issues with the approach. First, notional plurality is not a theoreti-

cally defined notion; rather, it is defined empirically, based on participants’ subjective

judgments on whether a subject NP presented in isolation refers to one thing or more than

one thing. Second, the way notional plurality affects sentence processing is not motivated
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by independent evidence or theoretical considerations. Eberhard et al. (2005) assume that

a weighted sum of notional plurality values and morphological marking information

jointly determine the likelihood of producing a plural. The weights for each are adjusted

to fit the agreement attraction data and not otherwise constrained by theoretical considera-

tions, preventing it from making predictions outside of its original, intended scope.

Finally, the semantic/notional Marking process is an additional process on top of the

mechanism for actually assembling a syntactic structure.

In this paper, we propose to unpack the black box of notional plurality and offer a

one-mechanism account of agreement processing by adopting a different processing archi-

tecture. In self-organized sentence processing (SOSP), each perceived or produced word

activates a treelet (a small piece of syntactic structure in memory; Fodor, 1998, 2017),

and the treelets combine to form meaning-bearing tree structures (Kempen & Vosse,

1989; Stevenson, 1994a,b; Tabor & Hutchins, 2004; Van der Velde & de Kamps, 2006;

Vosse & Kempen, 2000, 2009). Rather than treating semantic effects (Marking) and mor-

phosyntactic effects (Morphing) as independent and sequential contributions to number

marking, SOSP assumes that lexically anchored syntactic treelets bearing semantic and

syntactic features interact continuously to build tree structures by forming attachment

links. We present an implemented dynamical systems model that shows how the treelet

interactions produce agreement patterns similar to the human data as a side-effect of the

structure-building process. We illustrate this using the pseudopartitive constructions dis-

cussed next and speculate on extensions to other cases of agreement attraction in the

General Discussion.

1.1. Pseudopartitives

To clearly illustrate how SOSP can explain notional plurality effects, we focus on a

class of subject NP structures, pseudopartitives, for which there is evidence that two dif-

ferent grammatical structures with different agreement requirements compete with each

other. Pseudopartives in English take the form a N1 of N2, where the N1 denotes a quan-

tity or amount of the N2, for example, a cup of sugar or a group of people. Linguistic
analyses (e.g., Deevy, 1999; Selkirk, 1977; Stickney, 2009) propose that phrases like a
lot of houses and a bunch of people, arguably grammaticalized from phrases of measure-

ment like cup of (Brems, 2003; Koptjevskaya-Tamm, 2001; Rutkowski, 2007), can either

be headed by N1 (1) or by N2 (2) (here, we follow the structural proposal of Selkirk,

1977, adapting some labels)2:

(1) [NP(sg) [Det (sg) a] [N’ [N1(sg) bunch] [PP [P of] [NP(pl) [N2(pl) people]]]]]

(2) [NP(pl) [DP [NP [Det a] [N1(sg) bunch]] [Det (pl) of]] [N’ (pl) [N2(pl) people]]]

We sketch one of the motivations for the different structures here (additional syntactic

evidence is provided in Selkirk, 1977; Deevy, 1999; and Stickney, 2009). Selkirk (1977)

shows that words like group and bunch, which tolerate both singular and plural verb

morphology, also show an alternation in number agreement with reflexive pronouns:
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(3) a. That group of crazies really got itself in hot water, didn’t it?

b. That group of crazies really got themselves in hot water, didn’t they?

The reflexive pronoun must be bound by a noun that c-commands it (B€uring, 2005).

Since itself in (3a) agrees with group and not crazies, group must be in a position to

c-command it. Similarly, crazies must c-command themselves in (3b). The only position

available here that c-commands the reflexive is the head of the subject NP, thus providing

evidence that both N1-headed and N2-headed structures are available.

We focused on three subtypes of pseudopartitives (N1 Types): “Containers” (a bottle
of pills), “Collections” (a stack of sandwiches), and “Measure Phrases” (a lot of post-
cards), with plural Quantifiers as a control case (several pamphlets). We chose these

classes because they a priori seemed to form a cline of increasing notional plurality from

Containers through Collections to Measure Phrases and Quantifiers. Thus, under Marking

and Morphing, one would expect the rate of plural usage to increase as the N1 type

changes from Container through Collection, Measure Phrase, and Quantifier. Below, we

report experiments that test these claims empirically. Before turning to the experimental

investigation of pseudopartitives, we first describe the SOSP alternative to Marking and

Morphing.

1.2. The self-organized sentence processing framework

In this section, we outline the framework of SOSP, and later in the paper, we describe

an implemented model of a part of this framework. SOSP is an instance of a self-organiz-

ing system, where bidirectional, local interactions between micro-elements give rise to

coherent structure at the scale of the ensemble without any “leader” or external control

(e.g., Haken, 1983). Examples include the alignment of magnetic spins in ferromagnetic

materials (e.g., Sol�e, 2004), biological morphogenesis (Turing, 1952), and flocking behav-

ior in birds (Reynolds, 1987). Models of language processing that emphasize the bottom-

up construction of linguistic units such as the interactive activation model of letter and

word perception (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) and TRACE (McClelland & Elman,

1986) also fall into this category.

Self-organized sentence processing builds on previous dynamical, self-organizing pars-

ing models (Cho, Goldrick, & Smolensky, 2017; Kempen & Vosse, 1989; Kukona, Cho,

Magnuson, & Tabor, 2014; Kukona & Tabor, 2011; Stevenson, 1994a,b; Tabor & Hutch-

ins, 2004; Van der Velde & de Kamps, 2006; Vosse & Kempen, 2000, 2009). The basic

units of the framework are lexically anchored syntactic treelets (see also Fodor, 1998,

2017) and links between attachment sites on the treelets. We adopt a dependency gram-

mar formalism (e.g., Hudson, 2007; McDonald et al., 2013) for the treelets, which have

feature vectors for a word itself as well as feature vectors for expected dependents, and

the links, which embody the dependencies between words. In this formalism, each treelet

can attach as a dependent of another treelet and take other treelets as dependents. As

words are perceived or produced (the same process operates in both modes, as explained

below), the associated treelets begin to form links with attachment sites on other treelets
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(see Fig. 1). The links have graded strengths and compete with each other on the basis of

feature match between attachment sites (i.e., the strength of a link in which the feature

bundles on its two attachment sites match well will grow more quickly than one for

which they do not match well). In addition, there is noise in the link strengths, which

makes the system sometimes settle into one configuration and sometimes into another if

the feature matches for the competing links are similar, producing a probability distribu-

tion over final tree structures for ambiguous phrases and sentences.

Like the links, the feature values on the attachment sites are themselves able to change

within limits specified by the lexical types. For example, the subject dependent of a gen-

eric verb treelet has a number value on a continuous scale, where the ends of the contin-

uum code singular and plural. As the link between a number-marked subject noun phrase

(e.g. boxes) and the subject attachment site on the verb increases in strength, the feature

values at the two ends of the link tend to converge (see Fig. 1). Since the noun is marked

plural, it stays fixed at the plural end of the continuum, and the subject attachment site

moves continuously until it reaches the plural value. Due to linkages within the verb tree-

let, the expected marking on the verb itself simultaneously gravitates to the plural value.

In this way, if the system first encounters a number marked subject (e.g., in an SVO lan-

guage), it will expect a plural verb in comprehension and produce a plural verb in pro-

duction. In general, the system implements feature passing similar to the kind employed

in unification-based grammatical theories (e.g., Bresnan, 1982; Gazdar, Klein, Pullum, &

Sag, 1985; Pollard & Sag, 1994) via the principle that features on opposite ends of a link

converge in proportion to the strength of the link.

Models employing various subparts of this general framework have been implemented

and shown to account for recency (or late closure) effects in attachment and binding prefer-

ences (Stevenson, 1994b), garden pathing, center embedding, subject- versus object-relative

clauses, and predictive parsing (Kempen & Vosse, 1989; Vosse & Kempen, 2000, 2009),,

and length effects or “digging-in” in garden paths (Tabor & Hutchins, 2004). These models

also provide an explanation for processing effects that seem to flout traditional rules of

grammar, such as local coherence effects (Konieczny, 2005; Paape & Vasishth, 2016; Tabor,

Galantucci, & Richardson, 2004; see also Levy, Bicknell, Slattery, & Rayner, 2009). For

example, Tabor et al. (2004) studied sentences like The coach smiled at the player tossed
the frisbee. The string the player tossed the frisbee could stand alone as a main clause with

the verb tossed, but in the context of the rest of the sentence, this structure should be ruled

out: The preposition at cannot take a sentence as its complement. Despite this, participants

showed slower reading times at tossed compared to thrown in (. . .) the player thrown the
frisbee, since thrown is not compatible with the locally coherent string, suggesting competi-

tion between the incorrect locally coherent structure and the correct globally coherent struc-

ture. Most theories of parsing are guided in a top-down fashion by a well-motivated

grammar, so they never build the structures that SOSP claims produce the interference in

local coherence effects (e.g., Eberhard et al., 2005; Gibson, 1998; Hale, 2001, 2011; Levy,

2008; Lewis & Vasishth, 2005).3 Given that SOSP naturally accounts for these cases of

grammar-flouting interference, it is natural to extend the approach to agreement attraction,

another case where the processing system seems to violate the rules of a plausible grammar.
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1.3. Roadmap

Our pseudopartitive classes lie, intuitively, on a notional plurality cline. To test this,

we first normed our pseudopartitive noun phrases to determine their notional plurality val-

ues in the standard sense (Experiment 1). Most of the previous notional agreement effects

were found in production, so in Experiment 2, we tested the agreement preferences of

these noun phrases using the forced-choice production paradigm of Staub (2009) and

related these to the notional judgments of Experiment 1. Our goal with Experiments 1

and 2 was to establish that pseudopartitives fall in the realm of phenomena that Marking

and Morphing theory is concerned with. Our goal is not to reject Marking and Morphing

—indeed, SOSP agrees with it in the cases at hand—but rather to show how the self-

organizing framework offers advantages in terms of simplicity of mechanism and insight

into assumptions made by the classical theory. So in Experiment 3, we establish the basis

for our proposed alternative model via a package of judgment tests that probe a set of

fine-grained semantic features relevant to characterizing our N1 Types at the theoretical

level. We then describe a self-organizing model based on the feature values derived from

Experiment 3 that parses the pseudopartitive stimuli, generating a distribution of parses

aligned with the results of Experiment 2. We conclude by addressing the question of how

our approach may extend to other cases of agreement attraction and notional effects.

2. Experiment 1: Notional plurality norming

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to test for systematic variability in the notional plu-

rality of pseudopartitive subject NPs. We expected, based on our intuitions as native

speakers, that the notional plurality ratings would increase across the four N1 Types

(Containers, Collections, Measures, Quantifiers), providing a basis for prediction of an

effect of N1 Type on the rate of plural production in Experiment 2.

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
We recruited 20 participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk and paid each one $1.50

for participating (www.mturk.com; Gibson, Piantadosi, & Fedorenko, 2011; Sprouse,

Fig. 1. Example of treelet interactions. The curved links can change their strengths; the straight lines show

fixed relations within treelets that do not change. The circles represent features on attachment sites. Feature

abbreviations: N = Noun, P = Preposition, S = Sentence, Pl = Plural, PO = Physical Object. For ease of

viewing, only a proper subset of the features is shown. The features include syntactic features (e.g., N) and

semantic features (e.g., PO). Initially (A), all possible links are activated at a low level and the features on

opposite ends of links do not perfectly match. After settling (B), the links that have better matches have

achieved near-maximal activation, while the links that have worse matches have approached zero. For the

links that have grown strong, the feature values on opposite ends have converged to the same values.
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2011). We included only participants who reported speaking English as a native language

and whose IP addresses were located in the United States.

2.1.2. Design and materials
For each N1 Type, we selected four N1s or Quantifiers and paired each one with two

different N2s for a total of 64 critical items. In addition to the four N1 Types we focused

on here, we also tested eight items (each with two lexical variants) from an experiment

reported elsewhere that included subject NPs of the form a N1 with N2, where the N1

was a different Container than the ones used for the present experiment. The with-Con-
tainers were not included in the analyses reported here. The whole set of materials was

divided into two 40-item randomized lists with one lexical variant of the N2 for each N1

Type in a different list. Each participant was assigned at random to one of the lists. The

full set of materials is given in Appendix S1.

After reading the information sheet and instructions (see Appendix S1), participants

were presented with one subject NP at a time in the center of the screen with buttons for

“one thing” or “more than one thing” below the subject NP. After completing the survey,

participants received a completion code to enter on Mechanical Turk to receive payment.

2.2. Results

One observation was removed because the participant did not enter a response; the

remaining data were included in the analyses. In contrast to Bock, Carreiras, and Mese-

guer (2012),4 we used mixed effects logistic regression5 to analyze the binary ratings of

the notional plurality norming (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014; Jaeger, 2008).

Participants’ ratings (coded 0 = “one thing,” 1 = “more than one thing”) were entered as

a function of the N1 Type (Container, Collection, Measure, Quantifier). N1 Type was

coded using backward difference coding: The mean of each level was compared to the

mean of the previous level. A likelihood ratio test showed that the effect of N1 Type was

significant (v2(3) = 19.889, p < .001). Collections were significantly more likely than

Containers to be rated “more than one thing” (b = 3.357, 95% CI [1.786, 4.928],

p < .001), and Measure Phrases were rated marginally more likely than Collections

(b = 1.848, 95% CI [�0.092, 3.788], p = .062). There was no significant difference

between Quantifiers and Measures (b = 1.201, 95% CI [�1.584,9 3.986], p > .1). Con-

verting the fitted log-odds (logits) to probabilities, participants chose “more than one

thing” with the following probabilities: Containers 0.331, Collections 0.756, Measures

0.906, and Quantifiers 0.913, showing a stepwise increase in the probability of choosing

“more than one thing” across the first three levels of N1 Type. The data analysis scripts

for this and the other experiments are available at https://github.com/garrett-m-smith/.

2.3. Discussion

In Experiment 1, we observed a stepwise increase in the notional plurality ratings for

the first three levels of N1 Type (marginally from Collections to Measure Phrases).
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Marking and Morphing predicts that this pattern of notional plurality ratings should pro-

duce increasing rates of plural verb agreement across the three types. As the notional plu-

rality of the subject NP increases, it can exert a stronger force in the Marking phase

toward making the subject NP plural overall, and this should increase the rate of plural

verb agreement. In line with our first goal of showing that our pseudopartitive structures

are an instance of what Marking and Morphing is meant to explain, Experiment 2 tested

this prediction.

3. Experiment 2: Verb choice experiment

Most studies of agreement attraction compare a number mismatch condition (e.g., the
label[sg] on the bottles[pl]) to a control condition with two singular NPs (e.g., the label
[sg] on the bottle[sg]). Because the singular-singular condition is not available in the

pseudopartitive (*a box of orange) and because we wanted to manipulate both a Marking

factor and a Morphing factor, we adopted a different control condition in which the modi-

fying PP containing the N2 was elided. To make this elision felicitous, we included a

context sentence before all items, for example, Do we have anything to juggle around
here? A tube of balls is by the tennis racket and Do we have anything to juggle around
here, like balls? A tube is by the tennis racket. The condition without the PP (�N2 condi-

tion) provided a baseline for the agreement preferences of the N1 itself. The +N2 condi-

tion, by contrast, makes any influence of the N2 on the verb choice apparent. Including

both the factors N1 Type and +/�N2 allowed us to test both the Marking and Morphing

components of the Marking and Morphing theory.

3.1. Method

Instead of using the typical sentence completion task, we used a task first used by

Staub (2009). In Staub’s task, the words prior to the critical verb are presented on a com-

puter screen using rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP). Then, both singular and plural

versions of the critical verb are presented, and the participant must choose between them

by pushing a button. Although this task is not as close to natural production as the com-

monly used method of having participants read a preamble, repeat it, and then invent a

completion of the sentence, it has been shown to replicate standard sentence-completion

results of increased latencies for a plural N2 compared to a singular N2 and the structural

hierarchy effect (Franck, Vigliocco, & Nicol, 2002; Haskell & MacDonald, 2003; Staub,

2009, 2010). The verb selection task also has the advantage of forcing a choice between

the two verb forms; thus, no data are lost from participants using uninflected or otherwise

unusable verbs. To our knowledge, this method has not been used to test for effects of

notional plurality.

3.1.1. Participants
Fifty-seven University of Connecticut undergraduates took part for course credit.
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3.1.2. Design and materials
A subset of the critical subject NPs from Experiment 1, embedded in complete sen-

tences and preceded by context questions, were used in the present experiment along with

additional items from each N1 Type. For each N1 Type, we used eight different lexical

variants of the N1. We used a 2 9 4 design, crossing +/�N2 with N1 Type (Containers,

Collections, Measures, or Quantifiers), resulting in 64 total critical items. Sixty-four filler

sentences were also included. The materials were divided into two lists with sixteen criti-

cal items and 32 fillers and counterbalanced for +/�N2, N1 Type, verb tense (past or pre-

sent), and the number of fillers taking singular and plural agreement. All materials are

listed in Appendix S1.

3.1.3. Procedure
The experiment was carried out using E-Prime� software (version 2.0, Schneider,

Eschman, & Zuccoloto, 2012). After giving informed consent, participants sat at a computer

and read the instructions on the screen. Four practice items were presented before the actual

experiment. Thereafter, the context question was presented in its entirety in the center of

the screen (see examples (4a) and (4b)). When ready, participants pressed the “1” button on

the number pad of a keyboard to go to the test sentence. After a fixation cross (1,000 ms),

the test sentence was presented in one- or two-word chunks in the center of the screen. Each

chunk was presented for 250 ms followed by 150 ms of blank screen. When the chunk con-

taining the verb came, both the singular and plural verb forms (is and are or was and were)
were presented side by side. Singular was always on the left and plural was always on the

right. Participants chose the verb form they thought fit the sentence best using the “1” or

“3” buttons on the number pad. Participants were instructed to enter their responses as

quickly as possible without sacrificing accuracy. After the verb choice, the rest of the sen-

tence continued in RSVP. The next trial began after 1,000 ms of blank screen. There was a

break halfway through the experiment. In the following two examples, the slashes show

where test sentences were broken into chunks.

(4a) +N2 Condition: Do we have anything to juggle around here?

+ / A tube / of / balls / [VERB CHOICE] / by the / tennis racket.

(4b) �N2 Condition: Do we have anything to juggle around here, like balls?

+ / A tube / [VERB CHOICE] / by the / tennis racket.

3.2. Results

Responses that differed more than three standard deviations from each participant’s aver-

age log reaction time6 were excluded, resulting in the loss of 11 data points (about 1% of

the total). The verb choice results were analyzed using mixed effects logistic regression

with the dependent measure being the log odds of choosing a plural verb. Factors were

coded using numerical sum contrasts (�1 or 1). The full model included fixed effects for

+/�N2 and N1 Type and their interaction in addition to the maximal random effects
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structure7 (by-participant random intercepts and slopes for +/�N2, N1 Type, and their inter-

action and by-item random intercepts and slopes for +/�N2; Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily,

2013). Significance tests were done using likelihood ratio tests comparing the model with

an effect of interest to one that differed only in its exclusion of that effect.

The proportion of trials (with 95% confidence intervals) when a plural verb was chosen

are plotted in Fig. 2. The main effect of N1 Type was significant (v2(3) = 74.875,

p < .001). As shown in Fig. 2, the effect of N1 Type was such that the probability of

choosing a plural verb increased from Containers to Quantifiers. The main effect of +/�
N2 was also significant (v2(1) = 52.931, p < .001), with +N2 being more likely to

receive a plural verb than –N2. The interaction between +/�N2 and N1 Type was also

significant (v2(3) = 8.624, p < .04). Post hoc pairwise analyses of +N2 versus �N2

within each N1 Type showed that each difference between +N2 and �N2 (after Bonfer-

roni corrections for four comparisons) was significant except for Quantifiers, with the

+N2 conditions all significantly more likely to receive a plural verb than the –N2 condi-

tions: Containers: z = 4.196, p < .001; Collections: z = 6.110, p < .001; Measure Phrases:

z = 4.187, p < .001; Quantifiers: z = 2.191, p = .114.

3.3. Discussion

In Experiment 2, we observed evidence of agreement attraction with pseudopartitive

subject NPs: The significant main effect of +/�N2 showed that participants were more

likely to choose a plural verb when the N2 was present for all N1 Types, except Quanti-

fiers which were near ceiling even in the –N2 condition. This replicates the typical agree-

ment attraction finding when a plural N2 intervenes between N1 and the verb. The main

effect of N1 Type provided evidence for an increasing cline in plural agreement from

Containers towards Measure Phrases and Quantifiers. As predicted by Marking and Mor-

phing, this result is consistent with the results of Experiment 1, where we found

Fig. 2. Mean probability of choosing a plural verb in Experiment 2. Error bars represent subject 95% confi-

dence intervals.
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increasing notional plurality across N1 Types. Indeed, there is a significant correlation

between the mean notional plurality norms by item and the mean probability of choosing

a plural verb (r = .749, p < .001). Thus, the agreement patterns we observed in Experi-

ment 2 are consistent with previous studies that showed increased rates of plural verb

agreement with increased notional plurality (e.g., Vigliocco, Butterworth, et al., 1996;

Vigliocco, Hartsuiker, et al. 1996), adding support to our hypothesis that this pseudoparti-

tive domain is a case that falls under the set of phenomena that Notional Plurality is sui-

ted to explain.

Marking and Morphing explains the effect of N1 Type and the effect of +/�N2 by

using the Marking and Morphing components, respectively. The effect of N1 Type is due

to the notional Marking pushing in the direction of plural marking from Containers

towards Measure Phrases and Quantifiers. The effect of +/�N2 is due to Morphing: When

the N2 is present, there is some chance that its plural feature erroneously percolates up to

the root of the subject NP, making the whole phrase plural and increasing the probability

of plural verb agreement.

In order to explain all of the results of Experiment 2, Marking and Morphing must rely

on two separate mechanisms that are independent of the process of actually building

structure. In the next section, we explore SOSP’s prediction that these notional effects

should stem from contrasts in independently motivated semantic features that guide the

choice among structures to be built (N1-headed vs. N2-headed).

4. Experiment 3: Semantic feature hierarchy experiments

In Experiments 1 and 2, we showed that pseudopartitive subject NPs increased mono-

tonically in notional plurality from Containers towards Quantifiers and that plural verb

agreement increased monotonically in the same way, consistent with the general finding

that higher notional plurality ratings lead to higher rates of plural verb agreement. The

SOSP framework expects that both the N1Type and +/�N2 effects found in Experiment 2

can be derived from feature differences in the self-organizing treelets. Keenan (1976) pro-

vides a list of over 30 typical subject features. One of these is especially relevant to choos-

ing a subject in pseudopartitives. Keenan argues that subjects typically have autonomous

reference; that is, they do not depend on other NPs for their own reference. Containers

clearly refer without relying on other NPs: the box is on the table refers just as successfully
as the box of chocolates is on the table even if the context does not specify the contents of

the box. Because they have this autonomous reference property, we would expect Con-

tainer N1s to be relatively good subjects. Collections (a stack of sandwiches) refer to an

abstract grouping of the items denoted by N2, making their meaning dependent on another

NP. Thus, Collections should be poorer subjects because their reference is dependent on

that of another NP. Measure Phrases are even worse subjects: The first three words (e.g., a
lot of in a lot of newspapers) do not even specify a grouping, but simply indicate quantity.

These NPs are typically treated as operators on the meaning of N2 (Champollion, 2009;

Deevy, 1999; Stickney, 2009), similar to determiners like Quantifiers. With this strong
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dependence on other NPs, Measure Phrases make quite poor subjects. Finally, moving

beyond Keenan’s properties, this abstract operator status also leads us to expect that Mea-

sure Phrases (like Quantifiers) can be acceptable with concrete and abstract N2s (a lot of
postcards and a lot of ideas). This suggests that Measure Phrases are quite similar in mean-

ing to Quantifiers (with Collections and Containers being increasingly different in meaning

from Quantifiers). We note that Measure Phrases do differ in some respects from

Quantifers, though: having multiple morphemes versus being monomorphemic; the

possibility for some modification in Measure Phrases as in a great/small/
appreciable variety of mugs. Thus, there seems to be systematic differences in the features

on our N1 Types that make them vary in how suitable they are as subjects/quantifiers.

To operationalize these differences in subject-suitability, we selected three features that

we hypothesized to vary between our N1 Types: +/�container, +/�spatial configuration,

and +/�prohibited abstract N2. The first two (+/�container and +/� spatial configuration)

correspond to Keenan’s independent reference property, and the final one to the apparent

abstract operator status of Measure Phrases and Quantifiers. The values of these features

form a cline of similarity in meaning to Quantifiers, from Containers (which denote an

independent container, constrain the physical arrangement of the N2, and do not allow an

abstract N2) to Collections (which do not denote a container but do imply spatial configu-

ration of the collected elements) to Measure Phrases and Quantifiers (which have neither a

container nor an implied spatial configuration) and, therefore, also work with abstract N2s.

This contrasts with Collections, which should be less acceptable with an abstract N2.
Experiment 3 was designed to carefully assess these fine-grained semantic features in

our materials, with a goal to establishing the feature bundle properties needed to build an

SOSP model of the data.

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Participants
Seventy-four undergraduate participants took part in the experiment for course credit

using an online participant pool platform. We had to remove the data from 13 non-native

speakers of English, one participant who reported a speech or language problem, and two

participants for choosing almost the same rating for each sentence. Participants received

credit regardless of whether their data were used or not. The removal of these data points

did not change the results. Fifty-eight participants were entered into the analyses reported

here.

4.1.2. Design and materials
We used four different semantic tests to try to identify a set of semantic features that

would capture the gradation between the typical NP-like Containers and the abstract,

Quantifier-like Measure Phrases. The first test focused on the acceptability of pairing a

Container or Collection subject NP with the verb overflowed (Container-hood Test 1; see

(5)). Only subject NPs with a Container N1 should be acceptable with this verb, since

there is no physical container in Collections that could overflow.
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(5) Container: We added so many strawberries that the dish of strawberries overflowed.

Collection: We added so many shirts that the pile of shirts overflowed.

The second test (Container-hood Test 2; (6)) compared the acceptability of Containers and

Collections with the verb broke. Since Collections lack a physical container that could

break, participants were expected to rate these sentences lower than the Containers.8

(6) Container: A dish of strawberries broke.

Collection: A pile of shirts broke.

The third test, a Spatial Configuration test, (7) used shape adjectives like tall to modify

Collection and Measure Phrase N1s. Collections were expected to receive higher ratings

since they seem to imply a spatial configuration that could have a particular shape,

whereas Measure Phrases should be rated lower because they do not constrain the spatial

configuration of the N2.

(7) Collection: She moved a tall pile of shirts into the garage.

Measure Phrase: She moved a tall bunch of shirts into the garage.

The fourth test (Abstract N2; (8)) tested whether it was possible to pair Collections and

Measure Phrases with an abstract N2. Measure Phrases were expected to be rated higher

since their meanings seem to be abstract, conveying only number information, whereas

Collections seem to require a more concrete N2.

(8) Collection: She defined a pile of concepts.

Measure Phrase: She defined a bunch of concepts.

In running these tests comparing just two N1 Types, we made the assumption that pre-

dictable patterns would hold in the remainder of N1 Types; that is, we assumed an impli-

cational hierarchy in the N1 Types: For example, if Containers have a certain semantic

feature and Collections do not, we assumed that Measure Phrases and Quantifiers also

lack that feature. Furthermore, we assumed that Measure Phrases and Quantifiers will

have the same features, so we did not include Quantifiers in the tests. Thus, we only

made pairwise comparisons between adjacent levels of N1 Type. This approach receives

support from Mahowald, Graff, Hartman, and Gibson (2016), who argue that acceptability

judgments that the experimenters expect to be unanimous in a forced-choice paradigm

can be put on surer statistical footing by polling a small number of participants without

having to run a large-sample experiment. The three authors of this paper agreed that Con-

tainers were more acceptable than Measures Phrases and Quantifiers for the two Con-

tainer-hood tests, that Collections were more acceptable than Measure Phrases and

Quantifiers for the Spatial Configuration test, and that Measures were more acceptable

than Collections for the Abstract N2 tests. Mahowald et al. (2016) calculate the expected

probability of unanimity in such a test with three participants and three items to be 0.89
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(95% CI [0.7, 1.0]). Thus, we feel justified in having done only the reported pairwise

comparisons to investigate the hypothesized feature hierarchy.

We included 32 critical items, 56 items from an experiment to be reported elsewhere,9

and 35 fillers, a total of 123 items in the whole experiment. There were eight critical

items for each semantic test. All participants rated each item.

4.1.3. Procedure
The sentences were presented using the IbexFarm online software (http://spellout.net/

ibexfarm/). After reading an information sheet and agreeing to participate, participants

were instructed to enter acceptability judgments on a 1- to 7-point Likert scale, where a

rating of 1 indicated that a native speaker of English would not naturally produce that

sentence, and 7 indicated that the sentence was perfectly natural for a native speaker of

English. Participants were given example sentences with ratings to illustrate the use of

the scale (see Appendix S1).

Following the instructions, participants completed a short demographics form and pro-

ceeded to practice sentences (given in Appendix S1). Practice and test items were pre-

sented individually in the center of the screen with clickable buttons labeled 1–7 directly

below them. When participants clicked on a rating, the next item appeared. After rating

all items, participants were granted course credit.

4.2. Results

All analyses were done using linear mixed effects models with by-participant random

intercepts and random slopes for N1 Type and by-item random intercepts. Factors were coded

using numerical sum coding (�1 or 1). The p-values were obtained via likelihood ratio tests.

4.2.1. Container-hood 1: Overflowing test
A linear mixed model showed a significant main effect of N1 Type (v2(1) = 5.24,

p < .05). Containers were rated significantly higher than Collections (MContainer = 4.99,

SDContainer = 1.61; MCollections = 4.10, SDCollections = 1.88), indicating that participants

found overflowing Containers significantly more acceptable than overflowing Collections.

4.2.2. Container-hood 2: Breakable test
A linear mixed model showed a significant effect of N1 Type (v2(1) = 15.60,

p < .001), with Containers rated higher (M = 4.388, SD = 2.086) than Collections

(M = 2.453, SD = 1.648). This suggests that participants found sentences more acceptable

when a Container broke than when a Collection did.

4.2.3. Spatial configuration test
A linear mixed model again showed a significant effect of N1 Type (v2(1) = 6.79,

p < .01). Here, Collections (M = 4.668, SD = 1.911) were rated higher than Measure

Phrases (M = 3.474, SD = 1.932); thus, shape modifiers were rated more acceptable with

a Collection N1 than with a Measure Phrase.
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4.2.4. Abstract N2 test
A linear mixed model showed a significant effect of N1 Type (v2(1) = 16.84,

p < .001). Measure Phrases were rated higher (M = 5.384, SD = 1.650) than Collections

(M = 3.384, SD = 1.803), indicating that Measure Phrases are more acceptable than

Collections with an abstract N2.

4.3. Discussion

In line with our intuitions, our semantic tests suggested a hierarchy of semantic features.

While the results of the Likert scale judgments were on a 7-point ordinal scale, we focus

here on the relative acceptability between conditions, effectively boiling the acceptability

results down to a binary comparison. The results of the Container-hood Tests 1 (overflow-

ing) and 2 (breakability) showed that whereas Containers imply a physical container, Col-

lections do not. The results of the Spatial Configuration test showed that Collections put

constraints on the physical layout of the objects denoted by N2, but Measure Phrases and

Quantifiers do not. Finally, Measure Phrases place no concreteness restriction on the deno-

tation of N2, whereas Collections do. Thus, the meanings of the phrases range from con-

crete, standard NPs that make good subjects according to Keenan (1976)’s features to more

abstract, quantificational phrases. Together with the assumptions discussed above, these

results suggest the semantic feature hierarchy in Table 1, ranging from least quantifier-like

in meaning (conveying much non-number information) to most quantifier-like (conveying

only number information), keeping in mind the assumptions that the relative acceptability is

most relevant and the authors’ judgments on the items not tested in the experiments:

Under SOSP, the differences in semantic features between the N1 Types should bias

the formation of different structures by making links with good feature matches stronger

competitors. Specifically, if the N1 has features that make it a good subject and a poor

Quantifier (as do Containers), the parser will be more likely to build the N1-headed parse

because the head of the N1 treelet is a good match to the verb’s subject attachment site.

But if the N1 makes a poor subject and a good quantifier (as do Measure Phrases), the

N2-headed parse is more likely to form (note that we used N2s that have a good feature

match for the verb’s subject attachment site in all items). For Collections, which are

Table 1

Feature values for the different N1 Types based on the results of Experiment 3

N1 Type

Semantic Feature

Container Spatial Configuration Abstract N2 Prohibited

Containers + + +
Collections � + +
Measure Phrases � � �
Quantifers � � �

Notes. The table uses the feature “prohibited abstract N2” rather than “abstract N2” allowed in order to

align the polarity of the features across the test: Subject NPs with more + values are more compatible with

N1-headed structures; those with more � values are more compatible with N2-headed structures.
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intermediate in their feature match to the verb, we expect a more balanced distribution of

N1- and N2-headed parses. Since these distributions align with the N1 Type effects

observed in Experiment 2, the SOSP approach of deriving notional plurality effects from

independently motivated semantic features in a single parsing mechanism receives some

support. However, we have so far only sketched the principles of this account. In the next

section, we make it plausible that the principles can work together in an explicit mecha-

nism by showing how an SOSP processor generates the pattern of Experiment 2, includ-

ing the +/�N2 effect, based on the feature bundles derived from Experiment 3.

We note that taking the path of feature-guided parsing raises the question of why we

should have four N1 Types. Could we not have used any other number of categories?

Indeed, dividing the N1 Types into four categories is somewhat arbitrary, and other divi-

sions and features will likely be relevant when extending this approach to other construc-

tions. In principle, we could posit a different N1 Type for each combination of features

present in individual items, distinguishing, for example, between a bottle of pills and a
basket of oranges. However, grouping the N1 Types into four categories captures our intu-

itions about the general meanings of each type: There are enough shared features within

each category for them to make the grouping natural. Moreover, these intuitions are backed

up by the significant differences between categories observed in Experiment 3. While using

four N1 Types is still an approximation to even more fine-grained semantic representations,

it does start to unveil some of the semantic underpinnings of notional plurality.

Finally, rather than nullifying the results of Experiment 1, the semantic features uncov-

ered in Experiment 3 offer a new way of understanding notional plurality. The notional

plurality norms for our materials can be thought of as a way of roughly placing subject

NPs along the semantic feature cline related to subjecthood versus quantifierhood.

Because our N1s were always singular, N1-headed structures should be more likely to be

rated notionally singular. N2-headed structures, on the other hand, were more likely to be

rated notionally plural because our N2s were always plural. Because sentence processing

effects in SOSP are due to differences in feature specifications affecting parse formation,

we were led to look for semantic features that could drive the formation of different

parses acros the N1 Types. Doing so with these materials allowed us to unpack the pre-

theoretical concept of notional plurality into independently motivated semantic features.

In the Simulation section below, we show how the assumptions that SOSP makes can

work together in a model of online linguistic structure building that generates the patterns

observed in our experiments.

5. Simulation

In the Introduction, we sketched a theory of sentence parsing based on competition

between attachment links guided by syntactic and semantic features. In this section, we

describe an implemented version of relevant parts of this framework, showing how it pro-

duces distributions of parses of pseudopartitive subject constructions consistent with the

results of Experiments 1 and 2 when we incorporate the semantic features reported in
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Experiment 3. The full framework involves lexically anchored treelets that are themselves

dynamical (with continuously changing features) that competitively form attachments

with one another. In the present model, we implemented just the link competitions

because this part suffices to model the data from the experiments above.

5.1. Architecture

In addition to the link attachment competitions, each attachment site in the full SOSP

framework has a vector of syntactic and semantic features, the values of which change

continuously under the influence of the values of the features on treelets linked to that

attachment site. In addition, the only restrictions placed on which links can form are that

there can be no within-treelet links and that links must join a head attachment site to a

dependent attachment site (no head-to-head or dependent-to-dependent attachments), simi-

lar to some previous dynamical parsing models (e.g., Tabor & Hutchins, 2004). Links

can, in principle, grow between head and dependent sites that are extremely poorly

matched (e.g., a verb head attaching to a nominal dependent site on another word). How-

ever, the poor feature match for such links will generally prevent them from winning the

competition. In most cases, links with a good feature match thrive, and those with a bad

feature match lose out, leading to the construction of well-formed trees.

In the present simulation, we only simulated the subset of all possible links that is neces-

sary to build the N1- and N2-headed parses, with links competing with other links attach-

ing to the same attachment site. To approximate the effects of letting the feature vectors

themselves change dynamically, we also allowed links to compete that were part of incom-

patible parses (see Appendix S2 for details). The inclusion of only N1- and N2-parse links

plausibly has the same dynamics as the full framework because the ignored links have very

poor feature match and thus do not play a substantial role in the competition. Considering

only the restricted link set allows us to analyze the implemented model more easily. Using

tools from dynamical systems theory (Guckenheimer & Holmes 1983; Strogatz, 1994), we

determined (see Appendix S2) that the simplified model has only two attractors, that is,

points in the system to which the system returns after small perturbations. The two attrac-

tors correspond to either all of the links supporting the N1-headed parse winning or all of

the links supporting the N2-headed parse winning. Since there are no other attractors in the

system, the parser will form one of the relevant parses and nothing else.

Informally, processing in the implemented model works as follows. When a word is

perceived in the input, the links connecting that treelet with other treelets are boosted in

strength, effectively “activating” them and initiating competitions. As additional words

are perceived, their links get a boost and continue competing with other incompatible

links. How quickly a link can grow is determined by how compatible the features are at

the attachment sites it connects. Links with good feature matches are, therefore, able to

compete more strongly with their competitors. The competitions continue until a clear

winning structure emerges. Finally, small-magnitude Gaussian noise is added to the links

at each time step. This makes it so that the system produces a distribution over N1- and

N2-headed parses biased by the feature matches on the links.
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We turn now to a more detailed description of the model. As motiviated in the Intro-

duction, in both the N1- and N2-headed parses, of is the head of a functional phrase. In

the N1-headed structure, of attaches to the PP-dependent node on the N1 and takes N2 as

a nominal dependent. In the N2-headed structure, of takes the N1 as a nominal dependent

and functions as a determiner dependent of N2. In the full SOSP framework, in which

treelet feature values are dynamic, the head node of of adjusts its feature values continu-

ously between values encoding determiner properties and values encoding preposition

properties, depending on whether the parse is being pushed more toward the N2- or the

N1-headed parse, and the of-treelet has attractors for these two states. In the present sim-

ulations, we approximated the full framework by giving of’s head node features of both

prepositions and determiners. Additionally, we included competition between the N1 to

verb link and the of to N2 link and between the N2 to verb link and the of to N1 link.

These extra competitions, which would not be present in the full framework, simplify the

dynamical-treelet-with-attractors assumption, while still ensuring that the system has only

the attractors corresponding to of as determiner and of as preposition, and no stable

blends of these states (cf. Cho et al., 2017).

The link competition dynamics are governed by a set of differential equations origi-

nally developed for modeling predator–prey interactions and between-species competition

in ecology, the Lotka-Volterra equations (Frank, 2014; Fukai & Tanaka, 1997; Hirsch,

Smale, & Devaney, 2004. Lotka, 1920). These equations are based on models of logistic

population growth. In the absence of competition, a single species with a positive initial

population will approach its maximum carrying capacity, here normalized to be 1. The

equation for each species i of n species has the following form:

dxi
dt

¼ xi 1�
Xn
j¼1

Wijxj

 !
;

where xi is the population density of species i relative to its maximum carrying capacity,

and Wij is an interaction matrix determining which species compete and how strongly.

We incorporated the semantic-feature-driven link competition by having the feature

match scale the rate at which a link can grow. Thus, a link i will be able to grow faster

if the feature match mi between the attachment sites it connects is high and grow more

slowly if mi is low. This implements the idea that it should be easier to build structures

when the constituents fit together well. We simulated n = 6 links (Fig. 3 below) based on

the considerations discussed above about which links are most relevant to the current

parsing problem. The form we used for the simulations is given below, where xi now
stands for the link strength, and g is a Gaussian noise process:

dxi
dt

¼ mixi 1�
Xn¼6

j¼1

Wijxj

 !
þ g
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We used the following procedure to calculate the feature match values mi. First, we

included a +noun feature on N1 and N2. Based on the results of Experiment 3, we also

assumed that there were three semantic features on the N1 and N2 relevant to the forma-

tion of structure in our materials: +/� container, +/�spatial configuration, and +/�prohib-

ited abstract N2. These were encoded using binary features, with the presence of a

feature coded as 1 and absence coded as 0 (see Table B1 in Appendix S2 for feature val-

ues for noun-related attachment sites). We assumed a further feature in order to capture

the +/�N2 effect: This feature had a value of 1 if the word was present in the input and

0 if it was elided. In the �N2 conditions, therefore, this feature on the of and N2 treelets

was set to zero. Under the assumption that the features identified in Experiment 3 con-

tribute to making a noun a good subject and that a word being present in the input is

easier to integrate into a structure than one that must be inferred from the context, we

assumed that the verb’s subject dependent attachment site was a relatively good match

for both Containers and Collections and a fairly poor match for the N1 of a measure

phrase. The +present feature also made it so that the N2 in the �N2 conditions was a

poor subject compared to the +N2 conditions because the elided N2 would not match the

last feature of the verb’s subject attachment site. Since N2 was consistently a plausible

subject noun throughout the experiment, we set N2’s features to be as good a feature

match with the verb as the best N1 Type (Containers). For of, we assumed its head fea-

tures were +preposition, +determiner, and +/�present ([1, 1, 1/0]). Having both the

+preposition and +determiner features encoded the assumption that of can function

equally well in this context in either role. The NP-dependent attachment site on of had
the features +noun and +present (we assumed that of can take any kind of noun as a

dependent equally well, so we did not include the other features when determining

the feature match). Finally, the PP attachment site on N1 had the features +preposition,
�determiner, and +present ([1, 0, 1]), while the determiner attachment site on N2 had the

features �preposition, +determiner, and +present ([0, 1, 1]).
Since the feature vectors are binary, we used the Hamming distance (the number of

features values that differed between the two sets of shared feature dimensions) between

the feature vectors connected by each link i as a distance measure, although any distance

metric that preserves the ordering of the N1 Types should produce similar results. We

converted the Hamming distances to similarities by taking the exponential of the negative

of the distances (Shepard, 1987):

mi ¼ e�distance

Since the distances were always non-negative, the mi therefore range between 0 and 1.

Quantifiers have a different structure than the other pseudopartitive N1 Types, so they

were handled differently. The only relevant grammatical structure can form between a

quantifier and a noun is for the quantifier to attach as the determiner dependent of the

noun, so we only included the link attaching the quantifier as the determiner dependent

of N2 and the link attaching the N2 as the subject of the verb. We used the treelet corre-

sponding to of in the other conditions as the quantifier. Since we only used plural
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quantifiers paired with plural N2s in our materials, we set the feature match between the

head of the quantifier to be a perfect feature match for the N2’s determiner attachment

site (i.e., the relevant mi = 1). The N2’s head attachment site was the same as in the

other simulations, so its feature match to the verb was unchanged (see Table B1 in

Appendix S2). The other link strengths (and their feature matches) were clamped to 0.

This setup for the Quantifier condition can only produce parses headed by N2—there is

no link from the quantifier to the verb. Thus, all Quantifier simulations resulted in

N2-headed parses.

The interaction matrix Wij constrains which links compete with each other, and thus

which sets of winning links are possible. In the full theory of competitive parse forma-

tion, the Wij should encode competition between all links that can exist between all tree-

lets. However, as noted above, we only included links that participate in one of the two

viable structures. In addition, we only simulated the parsing of the N1, of, and the N2,

leaving out N1’s determiner, as its inclusion does not differentially affect the conditions.

The interaction matrix Wij is given in Table B1 (Appendix S2). Fig. 3 depicts the simu-

lated links.

Attachment links to the verb are included, but we did not simulate inputting an actual

verb in order to model the Staub (2009) paradigm used in Experiment 2. The goal was to

model the formation of a structure that supports choosing either singular or plural verb

agreement. In our materials, N1 was always singular, and N2 was always plural, so if the

system settles on the N1-headed structure, this amounts to choosing a singular verb. Simi-

larly, settling on an N2-headed parse corresponds to choosing a plural verb. For the

Fig. 3. Architecture of the present simulation. The dark (nearly maximally activated) curved links participate

in the N1-headed structure, while the light (nearly minimally activated) links participate in the N2-headed

structure. Thus, the figure shows the system at a point when it has nearly converged on the N1-headed struc-

ture. As noted, this model does not have dynamic feature values, so the link dynamics constitute the entire

system. (The feature values on the nodes, which determine the match values and thus influence link growth

rates, are not shown.)
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model to reproduce the results of Experiment 2, it should produce proportions of N1- and

N2-headed parses comparable to the proportions of singular and plural agreement we

observed. Given the linguistic evidence for both parses in pseudopartitives, it is reason-

able to assume that participants are making the same choice in Experiment 2.

Finally, we modeled the perception of a new word by boosting the activation of the

links attaching its treelet to others. When a new word is perceived, the strengths of its

links are boosted by adding 0.1 to their current strength. Words not present in the input

(of and N2 in the �N2 conditions) received no boost. To simulate the equations, we dis-

cretized them and input a new word every 100 time steps. Pilot simulations showed that

the qualitative pattern of results was insensitive to this parameter, and this value provided

a reasonable fit to the human data.

To test the rates at which the system stabilizes on each parse with noisy link strengths,

we ran Monte-Carlo simulations in each of the N1 Types in both +/�N2 conditions. For

each condition, we ran 1,000 simulations using the Python NumPy library (Van der Walt,

Colbert, & Varoquaux, 2011). We used simple Euler-Maruyama integration with a time

step of 0.01 to numerically integrate the equations (Higham, 2001). The code and data

are available at https://github.com/garrett-m-smith/; see Appendix S2 for further details.

5.2. Results

To assess which parse the model settled on, we integrated the system until either the

link from N1 to the verb or the link from N2 to the verb had a strength greater than 0.5.

This approximates the system beginning to settle on one parse or the other. As shown in

Fig. 4 below, the model produced distributions over N1- and N2-headed parses that are

qualitatively similar to the rates of singular and plural agreement from Experiment 2.

Specifically, the model always produces more N2-headed parses in the +N2 conditions

than in the �N2 conditions, with the exception of the Quantifiers, which only produced

N2-headed parses. In addition, the model also replicates the effect of N1 Type: The prob-

ability of building an N2-headed parse increases monotonically from Containers to

Collections to Measure Phrases to Quantifiers.

5.3. Discussion

The simulations presented in this section show that a self-organizing parser that incor-

porates fine-grained semantic features can produce distributions over N1- and N2-headed

parses that qualitatively match the effects observed in the verb agreement data from

Experiment 2. This model illustrates that the effects observed in the human data can be

plausibly explained by a feature-driven, self-organizing parsing process. Unlike Marking

and Morphing, which relies on notional plurality in an extra processing step, the simple

SOSP model presented here relies only on the local feature information on linked treelets,

deriving notional agreement attraction effects in pseudopartitives from the normal

structure building process.
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The model was able to reproduce the qualitative shape of the human data via integra-

tion of the feature match parameters, the mi, into the dynamics of parse formation. If a

link connects attachment sites that have a good feature match, that link’s strength grows

quickly, making it a stronger competitor against other links. For example, a Container N1

is a good feature match for the subject attachment site of the verb and a relatively poor

dependent for of in its determiner reading. The good feature match between the Container

N1 and the verb will cause that link to grow quickly while strongly inhibiting the growth

of the link between N1 and of as of’s dependent. Even though N2 is also a good feature

match for the verb, by the time it is perceived, the link from N1 to the verb is strong

enough to prevent the link from N2 to the verb from growing. The situation is reversed

in the case of a Measure Phrase. Here, the N1 is a relatively poor feature match for the

verb, so its link to the verb can only grow slowly. When the N2 is perceived, its good

feature match to the verb allows it to quickly overcome the weak competition from N1

and form the N2-headed structure. In the �N2 conditions, the elided of and N2 are a

weaker feature match, slowing their growth. In addition, they receive no boost in strength

since they are not present in the input, which makes it even harder for the links needed

for the N2-headed parse to grow.

We note that the model produces a less than optimal fit to the human data for Con-

tainers and Quantifiers especially. For the Quantifiers, the model can only produce plural

parses, so there is no way that it could choose a plural verb, even “by accident” as a

human participant occasionally might despite having built a plural-preferring structure.

For the Containers, the model produced fewer plural parses than the humans in both +/�
N2 conditions. We believe that this is because the strong feature match between the N1

and the verb allows that link to reach a high enough activation level to be nearly impervi-

ous to any competition from the N2, which is perceived after the N1.

Fig. 4. Comparison of proportion of N2-headed parses between the model (black points) and the human verb

production data from Experiment 2 (gray points). The human mean proportions are shown with 95% CIs as

in Fig. 2.
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Despite these limitations, this model illustrates how a self-organizing parser selects

between the two possible parses in pseudopartitive constructions, showing how the pattern

of agreement in our Experiment 2 data might have occurred. Although we only consid-

ered a simplified version of the full SOSP framework here, we have included all the links

that plausibly exert a significant influence on the verb selection, and we have approxi-

mated feature dynamics within treelets where it is relevant (the treatment of the of tree-
let). Thus, the current simulation of pseudopartitive structures provides some evidence

that the SOSP approach will scale up to include a greater variety of constructions, a point

we take up in General Discussion.

6. General discussion

We explored subject–verb number agreement with pseudopartitive constructions, delv-

ing into the two factors that the Marking and Morphing theory identifies as relevant to

number determination: the Marking component, which the theory takes to be the source

of notional plurality effects on number agreement, and the Morphing component, which

the theory takes to be the source of morphosyntactic feature effects on number agree-

ment, including attraction. Under Marking and Morphing, these are independent factors

that are combined together additively to produce agreement choices.

In pseudopartitive constructions of the form a N1[sg] of N2[pl], we first varied N1

Types across the subclasses Containers, Collections, and Measure Phrases and Quantifiers

(as a control). The results of Experiment 1 showed that this manipulation progressively

increased notional plurality, which affects the Marking stage in Marking and Morphing.

Next, we compared the presence versus absence of N2, varying the influence of the N2’s

morphosyntactic features during the Morphing stage in Marking and Morphing. In keep-

ing with the predictions of Marking and Morphing, the increasing notional plurality

across N1 Types increased the rate of plural verbs selected, while removing the plural N2

from the sentence decreased it in Experiment 2.

Noting that the notional plurality part of Marking and Morphing lacks a systematic

theoretical basis and that it is desirable, if possible, to consolidate a two-mechanism the-

ory into a one-mechanism theory, we turned to SOSP. In SOSP, linguistic tree-representa-

tions form via continuous feedback interactions among treelets that are guided by vectors

of syntactic and semantic features. Experiment 3 provided evidence for a set of semantic

features that systematically distinguished our three N1 Types (+/� container, +/� spatial

configuration, +/� abstract N2). Incorporating these featural specifications into a dynami-

cal model, we showed how the observed effects of N1 Type and N2-presence occur in a

single-mechanism under the SOSP account. As the featural specifications of N1 vary

across Containers, Collections, and Measure Phrases, the N1 becomes less like a typical

subject, and the first three words of the subject NP (a N1 of) become progressively less

like a noun-preposition modification structure and more like a quantificational determiner,

increasing the probability that an N2-headed noun phrase rather than an N1-headed noun

phrase will form during the self-organizing parse building. Since N1 was always singular
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and N2 always plural in our stimuli, this change in N1 shifted the rate of plural usage.

Finally, when we removed of N2 from the input, the bottom-up support for the N2 as

head was decreased, so the model showed fewer N2-headed parses in the �N2 condition

as well.

We see our account not as contradicting Marking and Morphing, but as delving into

the causes of several phenomena highlighted by the theory. SOSP derives the effects of

both Marking and Morphing from a core, independently needed process, syntactic struc-

ture building. It improves on Marking and Morphing by replacing two sequentially

ordered mechanisms with a single mechanism. In addition, SOSP incorporates both pro-

duction and comprehension, while Marking and Morphing only covers production. Still,

our empirical findings also vindicate Marking and Morphing’s focus on semantic and syn-

tactic factors in agreement and extend it to structures somewhat different from the typical

cases studied in the literature.

6.1. SOSP and other cases of agreement attraction

Given that the pseudopartitives are arguably syntactically and semantically different

from the types of structures usually considered in studies of agreement processing, it is

important to ask what SOSP has to say about the typical cases. Here, we consider two

central ones: canonical prepositional modification structures (e.g., the key to the cabi-
nets. . .) and, within those, distributivity manipulations (e.g., the signature on the
checks. . . vs. the cage with the gorillas. . .). While we do not model these constructions

here, we argue that SOSP can plausibly account for these classic findings.

The canonical prepositional modification result is that structures of the form [Det N1

[sg] Prep Det N2[pl]] exhibit more plural completions in production than control cases

with both nouns singular (e.g., Barker, Nicol, & Garrett, 2001; Bock & Miller, 1991;

Brehm & Bock, 2013). The full SOSP framework predicts this effect due to a temporary

interaction between the N2 treelet and the treelet of the upcoming verb (see Fig. 1). First,

after production of the determiner and the N1, the N1 treelet begins to attach to the sub-

ject attachment site of the verb (for which a specific verb has not yet been specified).

Then, after the production of the preposition and the second determiner, the N2 is pro-

duced. Because the N2 also fits the specifications for being a subject of the verb, it com-

petes with N1 to attach as the subject of the verb. Typically, it will not win this

competition because N1 has a lead in forming this attachment, but during its temporary

interaction with the verb, N2 has a chance of pushing the verb treelet to its plural state,

rather than its singular state. Because the two number states of the verb treelet are attrac-

tors, the verb can get stuck in its plural state, even though the tree ultimately stabilizes

with the N1 as the verb’s subject and the N2 as the object of the preposition. Thus, when

the participant produces the verb, he or she produces a plural verb.

This behavior of the SOSP system is consistent with results providing evidence that

agreement attraction can occur in the absence of thematic role assignment aligned with

the agreement choice because the plural feature on the N2 can influence the verb tem-

porarily even if the N2 does not end up linked as the subject where it would presumably
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receive its thematic role feature (e.g., Lau, Wagers, Stroud, & Phillips, 2008; Schlueter,

Parker, & Lau, 2017). Even if the correct N1-headed structure forms in the end, allowing

for correct thematic role assignment, the plural feature on N2 can sometimes push the

verb’s number feature into its plural state. SOSP, in its general form, also assumes feature

flexibility in the N1 treelet after the N1 has been perceived,10 so the treatment just

described is also consistent with the result of Patson and Husband (2015) who found that

cases of [Det N1[sg] Prep Det N2[pl]] were interpreted as having a plural N1 (in compre-

hension questions) more often than in the singular-singular case. It is noteworthy that

SOSP treats classical agreement attraction cases by the same mechanism (structure forma-

tion) as it treats the pseudopartitive cases. However, it predicts a qualitative difference

between them. In the classical case, the agreement interference due to N2 is temporary

and only influences superficial aspects of the parse, while in pseudopartitives, the agree-

ment “interference” due to N2 often determines the form of the final parse. The differ-

ence between the two cases arises because, in classical cases, there is only one major

syntactic structure at play, while in pseudopartitives, there are two.

As we noted in the Introduction, one of the findings that motivates the Marking

component of Marking and Morphing is the increased rate of plural verb production in

notionally plural distributive noun phrases (e.g., the signature on the checks) compared

to notionally singular non-distributive noun phrases (e.g., the cage with the gorillas).
Classical production models, including Marking and Morphing, posit that meaning and

form are realized at two sequentially ordered stages. By contrast, SOSP assumes that

meaning is always present when form is present. There is no overarching representation

which could contain the “message” of a whole utterance, so the interaction of the lan-

guage system with perception and action has to take place at the level of the treelets.

We assume that each treelet activates and is activated by situations that it tends to be

used in. When a language user is asked to reproduce the phrase the signature on the
checks, each activated treelet contributes to the activation of a scenario of a single sig-

nature duplicated across multiple checks. But this scenario is also compatible with the

phrase the signatures on the checks. Because of this, the activation of the scenario will

tend to cause activation of the treelet for signatures as well as signature, and these will

compete to form structure. In this case, the plural feature on signatures provides an

additional force pushing the number feature on the verb treelet towards the plural

attractor, increasing the chances the verb will end up with a plural marking. If the

prompt is the cage with the gorillas, on the other hand, the treelets will activate a sce-

nario with a single cage, which is not compatible with the cages with the gorillas.
Thus, there will only be a single source of plurality influencing the verb, that of goril-
las. In effect, SOSP predicts distributivity effects because distributive singular-plural

NPs are nearly synonymous with the corresponding plural-plural noun phrases. This

explanation goes beyond the self-organizing treelet architecture itself, but the additional

mechanism is independently needed to explain how users relate language utterances to

scenarios. Moreover, these assumptions naturally generate the finding that after having

processed a sentence, a person can often reconstruct the semantic gist of the sentence,
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but he or she may diverge with respect to syntactic details (Bock & Brewer, 1974;

Mehler, 1963; Miller, 1962).

6.2. Relation to other processing models

Self-organized sentence processing is closely related to ACT-R-based sentence process-

ing (Lewis & Vasishth, 2005), which also posits that sentence processing involves the

interaction of independently acting memory traces or “chunks” that jointly specify syntac-

tic tree structures. In the domain of agreement attraction, ACT-R approaches have mostly

been applied to formal feature interference cases in comprehension (Dillon, Mishler,

Sloggett, & Phillips, 2013; J€ager, Engelmann, & Vasishth, 2017; Wagers, Lau, & Phillips,

2009; note also that these are cases that Marking and Morphing would have to treat via

Morphing), although Badecker and Kuminiak (2007) describe an application of ACT-R to

production. The current work suggests that, to handle notional plurality (Marking) effects,

it would be useful for ACT-R to address the question of how multiple semantic factors

are combined to select a parse when multiple parses are available.

In relation to statistical parsing approaches (e.g., Hale, 2001; Jurafsky, 1996; Levy,

2008), SOSP broadly recapitulates the effects of statistical parse biases in ambiguous

structures via stochastic treelet interactions. However, it highlights the possible relevance

of temporary structure formation phenomena (like the temporary interaction of the N2

treelet with the verb treelet) which are not usually considered in those theories.

An important area for further research with the SOSP framework is how to handle tim-

ing phenomena, which form an important source of data in agreement attraction in sen-

tence comprehension (e.g., Brehm & Bock, 2013; Pearlmutter, Garnsey, & Bock, 1999;

Wagers et al., 2009; for a Bayesian meta-analysis that includes these and other data, see

J€ager et al., 2017). Both ACT-R and statistical parsing approaches (e.g., Smith & Levy,

2013) make quantitative predictions about reading times in comprehension, so if SOSP

were not able to make such predictions, its value as a psycholinguistic theory would be

severly limited. This is an important desideratum for future work in SOSP, and determin-

ing whether it can accurately model timing will allow more direct, quantitative compar-

isons with the more established sentence processing models.

6.3. Conclusion

In sum, we have provided evidence that notional plurality can be unpacked into a set

of semantic features. Embedding these features in a self-organizing processing model

allowed us to cast agreement attraction as a natural consequence of the structure forma-

tion process in which syntax and semantics work together closely, in contrast to Marking

and Morphing, which requires two mechanisms beyond parsing to account for the

observed effects. The model presented here provided an example of how the SOSP

approach can be explored in a focused way: Using simple models of particular construc-

tions, we can test the hypothesis that self-organization provides a broad and unifying

basis for handling sentence-level psycholinguistic phenomena.
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Notes

1. The assumption of a continuous range of notional plurality values receives support

from rating studies which indicate gradations of notional plurality, for example,

Bock et al. (2001).

2. The status of of is not clear in the linguistic literature. In the N1-headed structure,

of is generally considered to be a standard preposition. But in the N2-headed

structure, opinions are divided. Deevy (1999) and Stickney (2009) treat it as the

head of a functional projection that can assign case. Selkirk (1977), on the other

hand, has it inserted in the phonology. We assume that of in the N2-headed struc-

ture is the head of a determiner phrase taking the N1 as a complement, similar to

the English possessive morpheme—‘s, as proposed by Abney (1987).

3. SOSP is also guided by a well-motivated theory of grammar, but in a bottom-up

fashion.

4. Bock et al. (2012) coded “one thing” responses as a 1 and “more than one thing”

responses as a 2 and analyzed the difference, using ANOVA on the mean responses.

5. The model failed to converge with the default optimizer used in the lme4 package

in R (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015), but using the “bobyqa” opti-

mizer for both stages of the optimization converged without warnings, so we

report that model here.

6. Reaction time analyses will be reported in future work.

7. Due to convergence issues, the correlation parameters of the random slopes were

excluded from the analysis.

8. The N2s in Containers and Collections were approximately equally breakable, so

any effect in this test is most likely to be driven by differences in breakability of

the N1s.

9. These fillers tested other semantic and syntactic properties of pseudopartitives in

support of future comparisons to similar constructions in French.

10. Once the phonological or orthographic form is no longer present, if a sufficient

force influences the treelet, it may be bumped from the stable state that the per-

ceived word left it in into a nearby stable state, for example, changing its number

value from singular to plural.
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